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The demand for delivery
In a society driven by convenience, choice and a desire to 
be efficient, delivery has emerged as a way for restau-
rants to reach more diners and increase sales.  
In fact, 80 percent of millennials say they are likely to  
use the delivery option from a limited-service restaurant.1

Delivery enables restaurants to attract new customers 
and offer loyal ones another reason to keep ordering. 
Whether you’re considering offering delivery for the first 
time or currently handle delivery in-house and want  
to optimize your operations, this whitepaper is for you.

Takeout and delivery are big business. America’s 365,000 independent restaurants 
sell about $70 billion in takeout food a year, and the percentage of orders placed 
online continues to increase.2
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The benefits of delivery
 

straightforward as they are compelling.

Reach New Customers
Without delivery, you’re missing out on a significant 
percentage of your potential customer base. Some 
potential customers may not have ordered from (or 
eaten at) your restaurant in the past because your 
restaurant is not conveniently located near their work 
or home. Others simply prefer ordering in as opposed 

customers are likely to turn to a competitor that does. 
Rather than limiting your customer base to those who 
walk through your doors, reach new customers  
through delivery.

Create a Convenient Experience
Whether it’s your legendary house special, stellar 
customer service or something else altogether, there’s a 
reason your loyal customers keep coming back to your 
restaurant for more. However, just because they enjoy 
visiting your restaurant doesn’t mean these customers 
wouldn’t also be interested in delivery. In fact, delivery 

from your restaurant more often.

A customer might be craving your food, but that 
 

they aren’t willing to venture out in the rain. Poor 
weather can kill dine-in business—especially for  
patio restaurants—but it can be great for delivery.  

 
adding a delivery option, make sure to inform  
your loyal customers right away, so they can be  
among your first delivery customers and share  
the news with family and friends.

Build Sales Volume
By expanding your restaurant’s reach with both new 
and existing customers, you can bring in more orders 
and grow your sales volume without cannibalizing 
takeout and dine-in orders.
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Delivery means repeat orders.

3 in 5 U.S. consumers order delivery or takeout  
at least once a week.

3 Statista Food and Delivery Service in the U.S. 2014

Nearly 1 in 4 orders delivery 2–3 times per 7 day week.3
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Delivery myths: Debunked!
Hesitant to add delivery to your restaurant?  
We took a few minutes to straighten out some  
common misconceptions about delivery.

 
4 Orderlord

Myth: I don’t need delivery
The bottom line: delivery increases your overall sales 
volume. Even if your restaurant is already profitable 
and filled with in-store customers throughout the day, 
delivery opens a channel to increase revenue without 
adding foot traffic or cannibalizing takeout revenue.

Myth: Delivery will cannibalize my pickup orders
Even if you already have a successful pickup business, 
delivery has been proven to make overall order volume 
and revenue go through the roof without taking away 
from existing business.

Myth: Delivery is too expensive
Delivery opens your restaurant up to a slew of new 
customers and encourages existing customers to order 
more often. With the proper delivery minimums, fees 
and boundaries, delivery is a new source of revenue—
not an expense. If you work with an outsourced 
delivery partner to handle delivery, you don’t need to 
worry about whether or not delivery is profitable; you’ll 
only pay for the completed orders.

Myth: Delivery is an administrative headache
If you’ve considered offering delivery, you’ve probably 
gone through a host of questions in your mind: Do  
I provide vehicles for drivers, or should they use their 
own? What type of insurance do I need for drivers,  
and how much does it cost? You don’t have to go it 
alone. Consider outsourcing delivery to an RDS. They 
handle hiring, scheduling and paying delivery drivers, 
so you can focus on what you do best—making 
delicious food.

Myth: Delivery is off-brand for my restaurant
The truth is, delivery is a great opportunity for every 
restaurant. While it’s more common with quick-service 
and casual dining restaurants, it’s also effective for fine 
dining and other restaurant categories. You’ll just need 
to carefully consider your menu items. Most of the items 
from your dine-in menu will work for delivery as well, 
but you might want to eliminate a few items that won’t 
hold up as well and consider adding a handful  
of additional menu items.
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How to do delivery right
Once you’ve decided to take the plunge and offer  
delivery, there are a few variables that, if executed  
correctly, will set you up for success.

Set the Right Delivery Boundaries
Determining the right delivery boundaries can  
be difficult. Ideal boundaries can vary based on a 
variety of factors—restaurant location, population 
density and traffic, to name a few. When setting 
delivery boundaries, keep food quality top of mind.  
If you’re working with a delivery partner, take 
advantage of their insights, experience and  
data to find what works best for you.

Market Your Delivery Services
When you decide to offer delivery, make sure your 
customer base knows about it. Market to diners to 
encourage them to order from you even when they 
aren’t able to dine in. This can include email marketing, 
social media promotion, direct mail, branded vehicles 
and even marketing collateral in your restaurant 
promoting delivery services.

Tailor the Menu for Delivery/Takeout
Some food items on your menu are ideal for sit- 
down customers but won’t make it to the customer’s 
doorstep in the same condition. Consider creating  
a menu for takeout and delivery customers that 
includes items that can withstand delivery.

Use the Right Packaging
Obviously, food quality is critical. Train front-of- 
house staff and drivers on the best ways to package 
and handle food. Hot and cold foods should be 
packaged separately, and consider using hot/cold 
boxes to ensure quality and safety.

Keep Delivery Processes Efficient
Tighten up order processing time by implementing an 
online ordering system. Grubhub’s platform cuts order 
processing time by more than half (45 seconds for an 
online order versus 2 minutes for a phone order). This 
ensures food gets to hungry customers faster.

4 Grubhub Economic Impact Study 2015

Average order processing time4

45 sec wait with Grubhub

2 min wait on the phone
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Deliver a great customer experience
Delivery is an extension of your restaurant and your brand,  
and a great opportunity to create a delightful customer  
service experience.

Make it easy for customers to find and  
order from your restaurant
More customers than ever are searching for restaurants 
online. Make your restaurant easy to find by teaming 
up with an online ordering platform. Not only can 
customers place orders without having to pick up 
a phone, but they can easily denote ingredient 
substitutions and special instructions. Also make  
sure your restaurant is present on other online  
channels (and that you keep these channels  
updated), including your website, social media,  
Google Maps, review websites and menu databases. 
The more avenues available for customers to find 
information about your restaurant, the better.

Make delivery minimums and fees clear
Whether you choose to implement delivery fees or 
minimums—or both—depends on your location; in 
some cities it’s not feasible to offer free delivery.  

Clearly communicate delivery minimums and fees,  
so diners are not surprised when the order reaches 
their door. Also consider including a suggested tip  
to make it easier on the customer.

Manage wait times
Nothing ruins a meal faster than receiving your food 
much later than expected. Clearly communicate with 
customers when there’s a back-up in the kitchen and 
let them know when they can expect their food. 

Train Drivers to Deliver an Excellent Experience
Drivers are ultimately an extension of your restaurant, 
so whether you hire your own or work with a delivery 
service, drivers must be trained to act as positive 
brand ambassadors. Expectations for customer service 
standards should be clear, and drivers should be 
prepared to handle customer complaints. 
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Online-ordered takeout and delivery food is  
projected to reach $12.5 billion in sales by 2019  
(versus $3.5 billion in 2014).5

3 in 4 adults ages 18–34 say they are likely to  
order delivery from a tableservice restaurant.6

2014 2019

$12.5B

$3.5B

5 Guggenheim Securities Research
6 National Restaurant Association (NRA) 2015 Restaurant Industry Forecast
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Get started with delivery
Grubhub delivers food (and a top-notch customer  
experience) to your hungry customers while saving  
your restaurant time and boosting order volume.

Grubhub Provides On-Demand Drivers
Drivers are recruited and hired based on experience 
and extensive background checks. Delivery is assigned 
to the most suitable driver based on location and 

Grubhub Handles the Admin Burden
Grubhub manages driver scheduling, payroll, insurance 
and tip-outs so you don’t have to. It’s also free to get 
started, and you only pay for the delivery and pickup 
orders completed.

Grubhub Manages the Influx of Orders
Grubhub’s technology ensures delivery orders are 

the technology and support to manage the flow of 
delivery orders from your tablet, phone or computer 
and monitors orders with real-time GPS tracking.

Grubhub Increases Overall Order Volume
Sixty days into launching Grubhub Delivery, restaurants 
experienced an average 5X growth in daily order 
volume compared to their pre-delivery average.

Email moreorders@grubhub.com
Call 877-805-5081
Visit get.grubhub.com
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